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Forums

	Kayaking in the heart of Stockholm Archipelago of Sweden » Hello sea kayaking lovers... (Sea Kayaking and Touring)
	Inflatable Kayaks: Which brand is best? » Inflatable for sea kayaking i can recommend Sea Eagle kayak... (Sea Kayaking and Touring)
	Qivittoq - 2016 » https... (Sea Kayaking and Touring)




SUPzero Forums

	Add rocker on a Sup » Hello there... (River SUP)
	11' hard for river » Thanks, But is'nt for the same river... (River SUP)
	sup master instructor course from the Italian Federation for Amateur Paddling: October2016-June2017 » You should check out the ACA SUP program, as it sounds kinda similar... 




Market

	Small Pyranha Loki for sale » Hi Charles,
Unfortunately this post is over 4 years old so I would imagine the boat has been sold... (FS - North America - US)
	Necky Blunt for sale » Is your boat still
For sale... (FS - Africa)
	WTB Jackson Funrunner 60 » Looking for a Funrunner 60... (FS - North America - US)
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News Watch



	
[image: SUPracer: The Ultra That Finishes in Front of Parliament: England’s Most Brutal Paddling Race]
SUPracer: The Ultra That Finishes in Front of Parliament: England’s Most Brutal Paddling Race - That’s the feeling that Kat Wilson, 9-time finisher of the Devizes to Westminster race, said she had after completing her first DW at age 17. When people throw you a challenge, whether it’s physical or mental, you remember that you did DW and came out stronger. That was a massive change for me.



	
[image: Canoelover: Quiet, Please]
Canoelover: Quiet, Please - I wrote this story last year for the Isthmus, our local indy paper. Enjoy if you will.



	
[image: Trash Paddler: Refuge of a Sort at Oxbow]
Trash Paddler: Refuge of a Sort at Oxbow - Sunshine wasn't easy to find this past week. Wind, on the other hand, was plentiful especially during our late week nor'easter. Thus Tuesday, before the storm, provided my best shot to get out on the water. Launched into the Nashua River from the Oxbow National Wildlife Refuge in Harvard, MA.
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Buyer's Guide



	
[image: Pau Hana Diablo 8’6”]
Pau Hana Diablo 8’6” - River running has never been more fun on a stand up paddle board. This board was specifically designed with input from Dane Jackson, Nick Troutman, and Matt Dummoulin, three of the best kayakers and white water experts in the world. It was designed for the SUP cross competition at the GoPro Mountain...



	
[image: Hala Carbon Playa 10'11"]
Hala Carbon Playa 10'11" - The Hala Playa is a SUP ocean surfers dream. A high-performance surfboard with Carbon Construction™ that rolls up and travels with you. The Playa is packed full of surprises. It allows you to catch a wave while it’s still just an idea and ride it all the way into the beach. You can to paddle out to ...



	
[image: Palm Tsangpo Suit 2016]
Palm Tsangpo Suit 2016 - The ultimate one piece baselayer for cold conditions‚ now made in super soft‚ stretchy Pontetorto fabric‚ treated with Polygiene for odour control. The soft‚ natural feeling fleece‚ flatlocked seam construction‚ and two way zipper access make it so comfy you’ll never want to take it off.
Materia...
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[image: Current Designs Kayaks Squamish]
Current Designs Kayaks Squamish -  

ra7x: At my age, this is perhaps the ideal kayak for me. It not only performs more than adequately, but is light enough for me to maneuver while on land.
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Liquid Logic Coupe XP -  

Phawkins101: Real fun on almost any water with good storage options and clutch keg for the flats. You will not go fast on this boat unless the water is moving fast.
It is 10' long, not 12'.



	
[image: Pyranha Fusion]
Pyranha Fusion -  

fotohit@gmail.com: I may not have much experience but this looks like a perfect boat for me. Great for small rivers and for my solo expeditions, skeg is doing great job on lakes and bigger rivers. I own a medium...













Articles



	
[image: BruSurf Launches New Women’s SUP Brand]
BruSurf Launches New Women’s SUP Brand - BruSurf launches Snapdragon SUP, its line of women-focused Stand Up Paddle Boards. With the exploding popularity of Stand Up Paddling among women, BruSurf has expanded its operations to focus on technical designs and branding for this important market.
The company’s CEO, George Mayou, says: "We...



	
[image: Confluence Outdoor Leads New Watersports Wave at Surf Expo 2016]
Confluence Outdoor Leads New Watersports Wave at Surf Expo 2016 - Confluence Outdoor, the parent company of eight premier watersports brands, will lead Surf Expo’s expansion into the kayak, canoe and paddle markets.
Wilderness Systems kayaks and accessories, Perception and Dagger kayaks, Adventure Technology paddles, and Harmony accessories will be at booth #2...



	
[image: Jackson Kayak Tyler Bradt joins team JK]
Jackson Kayak Tyler Bradt joins team JK - Jackson Kayak announces today the signing of Tyler Bradt to Team Jackson Kayak. Tyler is known for his prowess on the waterways of the world, currently holds the world waterfall record at 189 feet and has many first descents under his belt including the mighty Inga Rapids on the Congo River. Tyler...
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danejackson added a video. 

10 hours 4 minutes ago 
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CATCH IT. 
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paul.robertson added a video. 

15 hours 13 minutes ago 
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"It fits perfectly" – Tika women's PFD 


The voices of an extensive focus group shaped the Tika’s design. The tapered foam profile suits all shapes and sizes, with a wrap around fit like no... 
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supzero added a video. 

17 hours 21 minutes ago 













[image: A Wave of Inspiration: HONU Boards' Vision for a Better Connection @HONUboards]








A Wave of Inspiration: HONU Boards' Vision for a... 


If you love Stand Up Paddling, subscribe to our channel! https://www.youtube.com/c/Totalsup?sub_confirmation=1 -------------------------------------... 
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dbriggsc2 added a video. 

yesterday 
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Flood Scioto River 


The O'Shaughnessy Dam is located on the Scioto River near Dublin, Ohio, United States. The dam forms O'Shaughnessy Reservoir, which is a major... 
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drewgregory added a video. 

yesterday 













[image: Winning Crescent Shoalie w/ Torqeedo 1103 Setup for Bassmaster Kayak Series Championship]








Winning Crescent Shoalie w/ Torqeedo 1103 Setup... 


The most common question I've received since winning the Bassmaster Kayak Championship has been about my kayak setup, with Torqeedo 1103 motor and... 
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DanGavere added a video. 

yesterday 
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Whitewater SUP Instruction -Ferry 


Dan Gavere with Starboard SUP on how to ferry. Whitewater SUP https://www.dangavere.com/whitewater 
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supzero added a video. 

yesterday 
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Beach starts in low temperatures? Let’s go with... 


If you love Stand Up Paddling, subscribe to our channel! https://www.youtube.com/c/Totalsup?sub_confirmation=1 -------------------------------------... 
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dbriggsc2 added a video. 

2 days ago 
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Griggs Dam at flood stage 


A look around...the flooded Scioto River. This footage shows Griggs Dam overflowing Northern Columbus in Central Ohio. Named after the city's chief... 
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See the AUP for our Acceptable Use Policy and a Privacy Statement. Verein Playak is responsible for all editorial content on this site (including all graphics). No part of this site may be duplicated in any way without explicit permission from Verein Playak. Verein Playak takes great care to only publish original content, but since part of the content is user generated, we cannot always guarantee this 100%. If you notice any copyright violations, please let the editors know through the contact form and they will take appropriate action immediately. As a news and information platform, we republish small text snippets and thumbnail images, but always link to original content on other sites, and thus aim to adhere to a 'Fair Use' policy. If you believe we violate this policy in any particular case, please contact us directly and we'll take appropriate action immediately.
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